Since their appearance, cities have been one of the main catalysts of human economical, social and cultural development. In recent years, the formation and internal dynamics of urban environments[@b1] have been progressively regarded as the outcome of multilayered interactions of economic, infrastructural and social factors: a network of networks[@b2] very much akin to highly structured, biological organisms, and also sharing similar vulnerabilities[@b3]. In this analogy, transportation networks naturally identify with circulatory systems, supporting the urban ecosystem through enhanced mobility of people and goods[@b4][@b5][@b6]. Thus, in order to guarantee its smooth functioning, it is extremely important to be able to correctly describe and predict traffic dynamics at the metropolitan scale.

In the eighty years since Greenshields\'s seminal paper on the Fundamental Diagram[@b7], the relation between traffic density and flow, great leaps have been taken toward the understanding of the complicated non-linear phenomena that precede and follow the break down of free flow giving way to a variety of different congested states: stop-and-go waves, wide moving jams and extended jams[@b8][@b9].

Alongside traffic flow theory, the impact of different travel behaviours and traffic control schemes have been studied in depth[@b10], for example in connection with the effect of pre-travel and real time travel information and variable travel demands[@b11][@b12], real and perceived information uncertainty[@b13][@b14] and its cognitive cost[@b15], inequality among drivers[@b16] or different user responses to travel information[@b17].

More recently, attention shifted to the information feedback effects of advanced traffic control systems[@b18][@b19][@b20] and the most promising (non equilibrium assignment) routing methods based on decentralised collection and projection of real-time information[@b21][@b22][@b23], usually inspired by swarm or ant colony methods[@b24]. All of these methods focus on devising the best strategy to collect traffic information and forecast traffic conditions in order to minimise travel times.

Data-driven studies on urban traffic at the city level are instead less common, due to the inherent technical difficulties in recording and managing large quantities of traffic data. Although recently this tendency has reversed due to increased availability of data for large urban areas, a macroscopic description of traffic in dense complex environments like modern world cities is still an open problem, warranting approaches inspired by a combination of traffic flow theory and statistical mechanics. The emblematic example is the current discussion about the existence and definition of a meaningful Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram (MFD), the relation between urban traffic density and resulting flow at the city level. Various proposals for a well-defined state space for urban networks[@b27][@b28][@b29][@b30][@b31] have been put forth, revolving on the identification of "reservoirs", spatial units exhibiting uniform traffic distributions and properties.

The approach to congestion management based on perimeter control and reservoirs has been shown to be effective. Here we approach the topic of macroscopic urban traffic from a complementary point of view: instead of looking for the optimal partition of the sensors given the constraints of uniform traffic features and spatial proximity, we ask whether the system itself displays such a partition when we focus on the dynamical features of the traffic time-series.

In this regard, London offers an unique opportunity. Because of its history, it is characterised by a complex multi-core topology that cannot be easily reproduced by standard models of geometrical, or spatial, growing networks[@b32][@b33]. It displays very broad distributions of road lengths and capacities in addition to broad distributions of degrees and centralities of the dual graph[@b33]. All these features make it a particularly challenging and non-trivial testbed for studying large-scale traffic behaviour.

In this article, we analyze an extensive dataset of London\'s traffic through the goggles of two recently proposed methodologies of hierarchical topological clustering, called Partition Decoupling Method (PDM)[@b34] and Spatial community detection[@b35] and show that the attempt to self-consistently extract robust "traffic spatial units" highlights instead a rich, multilayered community organization.

The first layer of the PDM results represents the typical behaviour of sensors and identifies similarity classes on the network that are in general spatially extended and mutually overlapping. Hence, defining spatially separated regions from the dynamics alone encounters a fundamental obstacle in the correlations within the traffic network. This is confirmed by the second layer, which describes the fluctuations around the expected behaviour. At this level, the communities found (with one significant exception) span the whole network, implying system-wide fluctuations and strong effects over long ranges (up to 12 km).

An independent analysis based on a spatial, data-driven, modularity approach[@b35] closely reproduces the results of the second layer of the PDM method and also provides a key for interpretation: the spatial correlation function of the fluctuations decays as a power-law over more than 12 km, covering the whole city.

In addition to the algebraically decaying spatial correlation function, we found 1/*f* power spectra over all sensors, which is the typical sign of long memory effects. The joint presence of long range temporal and spatial correlations in the network are typical indicators of critical systems. Moreover, as it is the internal dynamics of the system that drives it in this critical state, it is said to be in a self-organised critical state. Although the precise origin of self-organised criticality has been much debated since the introduction of the topic, it is seen as an "emerging collective phenomena". The term collective is used because the spatially large correlation lengths of systems near the critical point (in a standard phase transition) imply that a macroscopic part of the system is involved; and it is emerging because in critical systems the large-scale coordination and the long-time memory (1/*f*) appear as a macroscopic manifestation of interactions at the microscopic level (which in this case corresponds to the single street level). In our case,the relationship between the scaling exponent of the correlation function and the Hurst exponent of the ensemble fluctuation scaling strongly suggests that the critical state is brought about by an underlying spatial synchronization, which in this particular case can be understood as the interaction between queues in the network, and is consistent with biological examples of synchronization across large distances (e.g. forest masting)[@b36][@b37] and with the *marginal synchronization* predicted for non-conserved systems[@b38].

Results
=======

Partition decoupling method
---------------------------

The Partition Decoupling Method (PDM) is a topological clustering technique proposed by Leibon et al.[@b34] (see Methods) and successfully applied to the analysis of a section of the equities market[@b34] and of gene expressions[@b55]. Through recursive clustering and "scrubbing" steps, the method allows to progressively uncover finer features in the data and finally yields a multi-layered community structure, where each layer encodes qualitatively different information in contrast to standard hierarchical clustering methods. For our dataset, the PDM yields two layers before stopping.

First layer
-----------

The first-layer characteristic vector of a community *l* represents the expected flow at given time on the sensors belonging to community *l*. In the same way, using the community assignment of sensors, we can also obtain a characteristic occupancy vector for each community. These two vectors together allow us to define a MFD for each community.

The partition for the first layer contains 15 communities ([Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The sizes of the communities range between 1% to about 20% of the total number of sensors. We found different spatial patterns for communities: some (e.g. panels a, b and c of [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) are composed by sensors distributed in spatially contiguous portions of the network, identifying particular regions as for example in the north-west and the south-east areas of London; others on the contrary appear to be scattered across the whole urban network. In addition, communities are often largely *spatially* overlapping. The uncovered modules therefore are not independent units that partition the traffic network in spatial areas, or reservoirs, as one might perhaps have expected. On the contrary, through the correlation of the timeseries, these units define classes of sensors sharing similar traffic features. Because the latter are also influenced by the position in the urban network (e.g. the centre of London versus peripheral suburban areas), these classes in some cases show localization in particular areas of the network. Moreover, the spatial overlap of the communities is consistent with this picture: the traffic measured by sensors belonging to a given region is the product of the superposition of the region and of the sensor\'s specific collocation (on a side road, on a high flow street). This can be seen by looking at the differences between the characteristic series of the communities. The MFD provides a graphical representation of the state space of traffic flow, characterizing its congestion or free flow behaviour. The bottom panel of [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows the traffic flow as a function of density for each of the characteristic series, highlighting the differences between the activity patterns of the classes of sensors identified through the PDM.

Second layer
------------

Using the characteristic series of the first layer to scrub the data, one can look for second order effects in the correlation of traffic flow ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Note that, by construction, the second layer is effectively probing the structure of the fluctuations in the traffic flow. The PDM returns four communities: three, containing 97% of the sensors, span the whole network, implying that fluctuations in London are correlated over the whole city. The fourth clearly identifies the Vauxhall-Park Lane corridor, one of the major routes that crosses London in the North-South direction, suggesting a special role for this area, which is dominated by its internal fluctuations.

Spatial modularity and temporal correlations
--------------------------------------------

The results of the spatial modularity optimization (see Methods) support this interpretation. Spatial modularity returns a larger number of communities (78), which, when ranked by their size *s*, scale as a power law *s^ν^* with exponent *ν* = 1.09 ± 0.01 (adj-*R*^2^ = 0.97). The largest one contains 70% of the sensors and is akin to the three large communities found by the PDM second layer, spreading over the whole network, while the remaining ones are small and localized (see [Figure S.8 in the SI](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, we find that the second largest community also identifies -although with additional noise- the same North-South corridor found by the PDM. The closeness of the results of the partitions given by the PDM second layer and the Spatial modularity is quantified by the distance between the two partitions measured by the Normalised Variation of Information[@b59]: 0.37. This figure reflects the difference in number of communities together with the similarities of the most important ones. In addition, to confirm that the structure unveiled by the Spatial modularity is genuinely caused by spatio-temporal synchronisation as argued below, we performed *N* = 100 randomisation of the sensor\'s position, while keeping their time-series the same. This gives a *z*-score of 35 for the modularity value found with the original positions, showing that the spatial organisation of the system is crucial (see SI for more details). The Spatial modularity, in addition to reproducing the most important results of the PDM, provides also a key to interpret the origin of the spatial overlap of communities and the power law shape of the spectra. In fact, Spatial modularity is a way of taking into account the spatial constraints of the system in the community detection. In the spatial null model, the fundamental element is the deterrence function *f*, defined in Eq. (5). In general, *f* measures the expected strength of a link between nodes at a given spatial distance. So, the optimal partition will cluster together nodes that are more similar or more interacting than expected at a certain distance. In our case, the links are (same time) correlations and therefore the deterrence function is the two-point correlation function at zero lag, *C*(*r, τ* = 0), in other words, it is the expected correlation between two sensors separated by a physical distance *r*. We find two regimes separated by a characteristic sensor distance *r*~0~ \~ 200 m ([Figure S.11 in the SI](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The case *r* \< *r*~0~ typically corresponds to sensors on the same road and the coarse-graining of our data does not allow us to identify the functional shape conclusively. Nonetheless there appears to be a steep --faster than algebraic-- decay up to *r*~0~. For *r* ≥ *r*~0~ instead, *C*(*r*, *τ* = 0) displays a clear power-law decay *r^−β^* with *β* = −0.26 ± 0.01 (adj-*R*^2^ = 0.98) up to about 12 km ([Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). We repeated the measure in the case of lagged correlations (*τ* = 30 mins) and found that the functional form remains a power law with the same exponent. These results suggest the presence of two mechanisms: one that is responsible for the internal unidimensional link dynamics, where correlations decrease rapidly (possibly exponentially) in space, and a second that emerges at the network level, as the outcome of the different interacting flows. The crossover distance *r*~0~ between the two regimes corresponds to the emergence of a large connected component for the *spatial* network (see SI). Therefore, the power law correlations are a feature of traffic at the network level, that is lost at the level of a single road segment or similarly sized areas of the city.

Long-range correlations usually emerge in systems with local interactions in the vicinity of a critical point[@b39], that is near a (second-order) phase transition. When this happens, the whole system behaves as one dynamical module, where the underlying topological structure and details of the interaction determine the precise critical behaviour (the *universality class*). The large spanning community found in the community detection is then just the representation of this phenomenon. What is less clear, however, is how algebraic correlations can emerge for lengths *r* \> *r*~0~.

This concept of phase transition and criticality for traffic is not new. A number of works in traffic flow theory investigated the properties of the transition from free flow to synchronized flow to congested flow on road segments[@b8][@b40]. In order for the continuous approximation to stand, sizable lengths of road were needed. The same holds for most of the phenomena predicted (and observed) in traffic flow, e.g. stop and go waves, wide moving jams, jam fronts propagation[@b26].

In a dense urban environment, on the contrary, the situation is more complicated: due to the spatial constraints and richer infrastructure, the road segment flow dynamics does not dominate anymore, the concept of continuous flow density breaks down and most of the dynamics is in the queues, the street network topology and the traffic control. These elements are endogenous to the network as a whole, but not to the single link traffic variables. Nagel[@b43] proposed that the interaction between the traffic and some traffic control strategies might result into a critical state[@b46]. This state would maximize throughput, but also minimize predictability. Indeed it would be characterized by power-law spatial correlations, fluctuations on all scales and usually long memory effects, encoded in the 1/*f* spectra of the observables in the system.

In Nagel\'s case, the control parameter was the network density and the order parameter the individual travel time[@b43]. At the point of maximum flow in the Fundamental Diagram, the travel time started increasing and a divergence of the error on the estimated travel time for individual cars was observed. These divergences are a general feature of (second-order) critical systems and result in fluctuations of all amplitudes on all scales near and at the critical point. Due to the nature of our dataset, it is not possible to measure the individual travel times. Despite that, we can probe memory effects in the network looking at the spectra of the occupancy and flow timeseries. [Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows the power spectra for the detrended flow and occupancy data, averaged over the sensors. Both show a peak, corresponding to a daily period (*ω~day~* = 10^−5^ Hz), and an underlying clear power law dependency with exponents and respectively.

Scaling in power spectra of traffic flow was observed in a number of different traffic situations[@b25][@b47][@b48] and related to the existence of a self-organized maximum through-put state for unidimensional flows on long streets (with infinite length or periodic boundaries), where jams of all sizes appear producing a fractal landscape of densities. We see here that this feature survives also in urban flow, despite the finiteness of urban road segments and the presence of network infrastructure and traffic control.

Finally, power-law spatial correlations and 1/*f* spectra are the typical indicators of self-organized criticality. This means then that London, as a large spatial interacting system, displays a system spanning coherent state and in this sense it resembles a critical system.

Origins of correlations
-----------------------

The traditional way to study the critical features of a system is through its critical exponents. However, due to the poor resolution of the data and the non-uniform distribution of the sensors, it is very hard to devise a reliable renormalisation scheme on our dataset[@b49]. An alternative path is to look at the scaling of fluctuations (FS), also known as Taylor\'s law[@b37][@b50], that has found wide application across different fields, from biology to infrastructure science.

It states that the fluctuations of a positive extensive quantity scale as a power law of the average value the quantity itself, with the value of the scaling exponent encoding information about the underlying processes. In particular, it is possible to define also an *ensemble* fluctuations as follows. Consider a system composed by many elements, indexed by *i* and equipped with a positive quantity *f~i~*, that -in our case- will be the sensors and their corresponding flows (*i*, *f~i~*(*t*)). Let us assume further that each element can be grouped according to some other quantity, usually referred to as the *size S* of the element due to the seminal paper by Taylor[@b50], which treated the crop yield of fields of different sizes. In our case, we associate to each sensor *i* its average traffic occupancy \<*o~i~*\> and denote the ensemble average over sensors with similar occupancy *o* as[@b37]: where *M~o~* is the number of sensors with average occupancy equal to *o*. The variation inside each class is then given simply by: and finally FS is written as The ensemble fluctuations exponent *α~E~* is usually found in the interval 1/2 \< *α~E~* \< 1. For the sensors\' data, *α~E~* = 0.87 ± 0.02 (adj-R^2^ = 0.95) (see [Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). The value of *α~E~* is usually found between the two extreme values 1/2 and 1, which correspond to fluctuations dominated by random internal dynamics and by external forcing respectively. The measured *α~E~* then implies that the network traffic dynamic is not dominated by either, but rather emerges from a combination of the two. More importantly, it provides us with new insights into the nature of the critical properties we observe. In fact, it is known[@b36] that for complex systems whose components display long-range correlations of the form , where *H~V~* is the Hurst exponent[@b51], one has that *H~V~* = *α*. For the spatial correlations, we measured the exponent *β* = 0.26 ± 0.01, hence a predicted Hurst exponent *H~V~* = 0.87 ± 0.03, which is compatible with the measured scaling exponent.

The relations just used were first formulated in the context of ecological models, in particular the Sataka-Iwase model of trees masting[@b36] after the observation of large scale synchronization of forests across thousands of kilometers. However, since they involve only the form of the correlation function and the properties of the fluctuation scaling can be used in a more general context. In this framework *α* = 1 would correspond to perfect synchronization and *α* = 1/2 to random fluctuations. For our dataset, the results indicate the presence of strong, yet partial spatial synchronization that spans the whole system and is the driving mechanism behind the scale-free fluctuations observed through the power spectra and the correlation function.

Discussion
==========

Recent approaches to the control of the macroscopic dynamics of traffic in urban networks[@b28][@b29][@b52] pivot on the identification of network reservoirs, or modules, characterized by uniform traffic conditions. These modules are very important because they allow the definition of a meaningful MFD for the whole unit, which in turn allow to devise control strategies for the whole network in terms of units, reducing significantly the complexity of the control problem. However, we find that the detection of modules directly on the correlation network of London\'s traffic highlight the presence of spatially overlapping traffic communities. Moreover, the MFDs obtained for communities of the first PDM layer show different internal dynamical properties.

Often modules identified through similar activity patterns and thus reciprocal correlations are considered *functional units* of a system, because they are thought to represent structures which evolve coherently, e.g. market sectors in studies of correlations of stock options\' prices[@b34] or separated regions in traffic on information and urban networks[@b41]. We prefer however to refer to these units as *activity units* since in our system it is not clear what function a given module would execute. Moreover, in order for a function to be performed, modules do not necessarily need to correlate their activity but rather coordinate to achieve a given goal[@b42]. The emerging community structure can be understood in terms of the temporal and spatial scale-free character of traffic flow fluctuations: the spatial overlap of communities is a consequence of the system being correlated over long distances. Hence, at the dynamical level London is best described as a composition of spatially entangled and dynamically diverse traffic profiles, displaying collective fluctuations.

The analysis of the ensemble fluctuation scaling showed that the origin of the latter lies in an underlying spatial synchronization, which can be thought of as a large scale coordination between queues. Due to the limitations of the dataset, it was not possible to investigate whether this criticality provides the best throughput (as suggested by Nagel[@b43]) or rather represents a danger, e.g. when significant congestion occurs, e.g. as result of accidents or failures near important or central bottlenecks. Although reducing drastically the density provides a natural solution, this does not seem likely to happen. Therefore whether the synchronisation is advantageous or not, any attempt at traffic control should take into account the possibility that such long range effects might arise.

In a large multicentric city like London, a large number of demand-side factors, including household activity generation, scheduling and allocation[@b44][@b45] and mode and time of day choice, are likely to underly the aggregate traffic dynamics. While all these factors strongly contribute to the expected traffic patterns across the network, our analysis focused on the correlation structure of the fluctuations and therefore conveys information about how traffic at different locations coevolves. In this perspective, it is natural to expect that traffic control systems could be the cause of the appearance of the long range effects, especially in the presence of global traffic control schemes which could centrally create such fluctuations. Despite not having detailed information about London\'s current traffic control scheme, a few considerations on the traffic control\'s role can be made on a theoretical basis. London\'s Urban Traffic Control divides the city in four spatially separated regions for which the SCOOT system optimizes traffic signals. If the traffic control had a significant impact on the correlation structure of the network, it would be reasonable to expect that the community detection would highlight this. Instead, we found no trace of such regions in the correlation patterns of fluctuations, making an active role of traffic control in the large scale coordination less likely. Moreover, power-law spatially correlated fluctuations and long memory have been previously observed in simulations of simple lattice gas models[@b53], where no control was present and the dynamics consisted only in repulsive interactions between particles on adjacent sites. Hence, it is possible that system-spanning fluctuations emerge from the queueing and spill-over effects between links across the city, independently of the traffic control.

Finally, it would be of great interest to perform the same type of analysis in different cities (e.g., Manhattan, for its grid structure, or Sao Paolo for its extreme density of cars), as this would allow to explore the phase diagram of urban traffic as a function of the street organisation and density of cars in order to determine the optimal city layout to minimize traffic problems.

Methods
=======

Dataset
-------

The dataset contains traffic flow records measured using 3256 inductive loop detectors operated by Transport for London and which form part of the SCOOT dynamic traffic control system[@b54]. The detectors are located mostly in the Central London area but also with some sensors as far as Tottenham to the north, Brixton to the south, Stamford to the east and Chiswick to the west. The area covered is roughly a square with a side of 15 km and the data refers to one month of continuous measures (September 2009). Each sensor is able to measure the number of passing vehicles (*flow*) and the fraction of time the sensor spends covered (*occupancy*, a good proxy for traffic density).

In this work, we approach the dataset from a statistical mechanics perspective, focusing on the graph of correlations between traffic flows as measured by the detectors. We will therefore study the correlation matrix obtained from the traffic timeseries as the weighted adjacency matrix of the correlation graph.

Partition decoupling method
---------------------------

The algorithm needs two inputs: a vector of data (e.g., coordinates in a high dimensional space or a time series) for each node and a similarity measure. We applied the method to the sensors\' flow data using Pearson correlation coefficient as similarity measure. The output is a list of layers, each defined by a partition . Each layer describes the finer structure of the data after having accounted (*scrubbed*) the effects of the previous ones. Starting from the actual data (the first layer, *α* = 1), we obtain for each community *l* = 1, ..., *m* in partition a characteristic vector , constructed by averaging over the vectors associated to the nodes belonging to *l*. The PDM then proceeds to the next layer (*α* = 1). This means removing the effect of the previous layer (*α* = 2) by writing the original timeseries as a combination of characteristic vectors of layer 1 plus a residual. The residual is then used as the basis for a new clustering detection, yielding the second layer partition . The method continues until it obtains residuals which cannot be distinguished from a random Gaussian model built from a randomization of the data itself, making the PDM self-contained and parameter-free.

As a note to the reader, we observe that different layers convey very different information. In particular, for traffic data the first layer communities will represent set of sensors sharing similar expected flows. This is therefore related to the position of the sensors in the network and spatially close sensors are likely to display strongly correlated flows. The second layer communities instead represents how fluctuations of traffic on top of the expected values correlate across the network. [Section S1.1 of the SI](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} provides further details on the PDM.

Spatial modularity
------------------

As we see in the Results section, it is interesting to compare the results of the PDM for the fluctuations of traffic (the second layer) with those of a different community detection algorithm where the dependency on the distance between sensors is explicit. The standard formulation of the Newman-Girvan (NG) modularity function[@b56]: where is a summation over pairs of nodes *i* and *j* belonging to the same community *C* of a partition and therefore counts links between nodes within the same community. *s~i~* is the strength of a node and 2*m* the total strength of the network. Optimising modularity thus groups together nodes that have more in common than what is expected by the null-model *P~i,j~*. NG modularity depends strongly on the assumptions made for the null model used in the optimisation. In the present work, we adopt a variation of the standard NG modularity null-model, which introduces spatial constraints in a data-driven way. The original spatial null-model[@b35] was based on a of the variation of the gravity model[@b57]: where *f*, the deterrence function, can be any (generally decreasing) function of the distance *d~ij~* between *i* and *j* and *N~i~* is an attribute of node *i* that plays a role similar to the mass. In its original formulation, the deterrence function was calculated from the flows between the nodes constituting the network. In the present work, the data do not provide flows of vehicles between sensors, but occupancy time-series (see data section) from which we calculated correlations matrices. Using correlation automatically renormalise the relative importance of the nodes for our purpose, so the mass term in the null-model can be set to 1 for all nodes. The null-model then reduces to the deterrence function which gives the average correlation between sensors as a function of their distance: where Ω*~i,j~* is the correlation between two sensor\'s time series for a given time delay. The deterrence function is determined directly from the data and does not require a fit to some functional form[@b57], thus making the method independent from external hypothesis. The modularity function has been optimized using the KL spectral tripartitioning method[@b58]. [Section S1.2 of the SI](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} provides further details on spatial modularity optimization.
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![Spatial localization and functional classes of sensors: first PDM layer.\
The top panel displays the communities found for the first layer of the PDM analysis. In the bottom panel, the Fundamental Diagram (relation between traffic density and flow) of the characteristic series of each community is shown, with the same colour code as the spatial visualization. Communities are seen to emerge from two effects: spatial proximity (e.g., sensors in the north-east portion of Central London) and the dynamical properties of the traffic on the sensor (e.g., sensor near a junction as opposed to on a high-flow link). The groups of localized and spatially overlapping communities (e.g., {*a*, *b*, *c*}, {*f*, *g*, *h*}) in fact display markedly different behaviours in the relationship between the density and flow, as shown by the Fundamental Diagrams. Therefore, spatially constrained uniform traffic regions cannot be consistently defined. The value of *s* over each community picture represents the fraction of nodes belonging to each community. Note in particular that the largest one, community , spatially extends over the whole network and is characterized by extremely low flows for all densities, clearly identifying network spots with major congestion issues.](srep01798-f1){#f1}

![Correlation of traffic fluctuations: second PDM layer.\
The communities on the second PDM layer are obtained by studying the correlation patterns of the detrended traffic flows. The characteristic series of the first layer are used for the detrending as detailed in the Methods section. Interestingly, communities *a*, *b* and *d* are characterized by a large heterogeneity in terms of number of sensors, spatial distribution and spatial overlap. Therefore, fluctuations show unexpected large-scale coordination across the catchment area. Against these pervasive fluctuations, community *c* emerges as a particular case: it identifies very well an important north-south corridor across Central London, where fluctuations are strong enough to emerge against the background.](srep01798-f2){#f2}

![Spatial correlations of traffic fluctuations.\
The correlation functions *C*(*r*,*τ*) for delay *τ* = 0 (blue) and *τ* = 30 min (gray) decay algebraically as a function of the spatial distance *r*. The measured slope is *β* = −0.26 ± 0.01 implying a very slow decay of correlations for distances larger than 100 m).The plot for *τ* = 30 min has been lowered for visibility, since the the two curves overlap.](srep01798-f3){#f3}

![Power spectra of traffic variables.\
Flow (purple) and occupancy (*green*) present very clear power-law scaling behaviour with exponent and respectively. The long-range memory effects span a wide range of temporal scales, persisting over weeks. The observable peak at corresponds to the daily correlations. The occupancy data have been lowered for visibility.](srep01798-f4){#f4}

![Ensemble Fluctuation Scaling of traffic variables.\
Collecting sensors in classes based on their average occupancy, the variation of the expected flow within each class scales algebraically with exponent *α~E~* = 0.87 ± 0.02, which is compatible with an underlying synchronization mechanism of the traffic flow.](srep01798-f5){#f5}
